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Disney+ Hotstar: An Overview 

Hotstar started off as one of the first few on-demand OTT platforms in India. carrying content from Star 

India's local networks, including films, television series, live sports, and original programming, as well 

as featuring content licensed from third parties such as HBO among others. Amid the significant 

growth of mobile broadband in India, Hotstar quickly became a dominant streaming service in the 

country. In 2019 Hotstar was integrated into Disney’s streaming platform Disney+ following the 

acquisition of it’s parent company by Disney. 

Outside of India, the Disney+ Hotstar service also operates in Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand, 

which similarly combines entertainment content licensed from local, third-party studios, with the larger 

Disney+ library. 

The streaming platform follows two models — AVOD (or Advertisement Video on Demand) which 

comprises of free users and SVOD (or Subscription Video on Demand) which comprises of paying 

subscribers. 

What has worked? 

1. Starting off with the exclusive rights to various sports categories especially cricket has paid off big 

time in a country where it is no less than a religion. 

2. Investment in original content and rights to the content library of Disney. 

3. Great traction in the regional market with a deep focus on quality vernacular content. 

Ambitions and Competitors: 
 

Disney+ Hotstar aims to become the number 1 app in its category beating out players like Netflix, Prime 

Video and ZEE5 by 2023. However, YouTube can be considered a competitor to the platform given the 

availability of free content, web series and music. All of these platforms have a different pull. While 

Netflix thrives on its originals and content library, prime video is also focusing on the same with 

originals, movies and several value additions besides video. 

Hotstar leverages sports as its key growth driver with the recent addition of the Disney catalogue adding 

to its strength. Most of the other OTTs share their content across platforms. 



Key Hurdles: 

1. Getting sports users to sample entertainment: 
Big ticket sports events are the biggest acquisition drivers for Hotstar. These include 
IPL, Wimbledon, Premier League, and more. Users acquired by sports tend to 
believe Hotstar is just for sports and as soon as the event is over, these users 
uninstall the app. This is a costly affair for the product. 

 
2. Turning freemium users into premium subscribers: 
For freemium users the product generates revenue through AVOD model. As the 
company continues to scale, moving people across the funnel from freemium 
viewers to paid subscribers becomes increasingly important. 

 
3. Targeting the right user by achieving personalization, at scale: 
Delivering curated recommendations based on the user’s preferences, choices and 
past viewing experiences is crucial to retain and engage users. 

 
 

Ideas to improve retention: 
 

1. A dedicated kids’ section- This will be very useful in an application like Disney+ Hotstar 
since it already has access to Disney’s content which is especially curated for kids. 

 

2. Curated Regional Language selections- In a diverse country like India having regional hits 
and series available in the platform are invaluable. Prime Video is already focusing on this and it 
would be a great idea to incorporate this into the product. 

 
3. Watch with Friends- Viewing content is still an alone task and people want to view content 
together even when they are not together. Netflix Party has already started testing the waters 
and would be a good addition to the product. 

 

4. Family-Friendly Category- A lot of people coming onto the OTT platforms are switching over 
from traditional television. Having family friendly category and selections will be advantageous 
in a country with tight-knit families living together. 

 
5. Curated Snippets- Showing freemium users some curated snippets from premium 
categories based on their preferences can help to convert them to premium subscribers. 

 

6. Merchandise- Merchandise can be given out to new subscription owners or introducing 
loyalty programs for existing users wherein, merchandise can be given out. 



 
 

Prioritizing Ideas: 
 

To ensure bias-free prioritization of ideas, I utilized the RICE framework for prioritization with some 
educated assumptions in place. 

 
RICE Framework - The RICE scoring model is a prioritization framework designed to help product 
managers determine which products, features, and other initiatives to put on their roadmaps by scoring 
these items according to four factors. These factors, which form the acronym RICE, are reach, impact, 
confidence, and effort. 
Formula - (R+I+C)/E 

 
Scoring of Ideas based on RICE Framework: 

Idea Reach Impact Confidence Effort RICE Score 

Dedicated Kids’ 
Section. 

7 8 8 4 5.75 

Regional Language 
Selections. 

8 8 7 7 3.28 

Watch With Friends. 6 7 7 6 3.33 

Family-Friendly 
Category. 

6 8 8 5 4.4 

Curated Snippets 7 8 8 4 5.75 
Merchandise 8 6 7 6 3.5 

 

Recommendation: 
Going by the above scores Dedicated Kids’ section and Curated snippets are quick wins and 
Family-Friendly Category and Merchandise can be implemented with a longer-term perspective. 
 

Metrics: 
All the above-mentioned ideas should impact the retention metrics. Besides this, some of these 
ideas may improve metrics such as session length, screens/session, bounce rate and acquisition 
metrics as well. It is to be noted that since the monetization is hugely dependent on how engaged 
the users are, these ideas can positively impact the monetization/revenue metrics as well. 
 

Summary: 
Disney+ Hotstar is off to a great start with a strong focus on sports and has been successfully 
converting users with its other content offerings. With great personalization and superior product 
experience it will soon be the leading contender among its competitors. 


